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raumplus is a manufacturer of sliding doors, room dividers and cupboard /  
interior systems. 35 years of experience guarantees custom-made living  
solutions at the highest standards beyond all standard solutions.
 
raumplus implements this in partnership with its worldwide partners in  
70 countries, including company shares in the USA, Canada, Russia,  
Switzerland and Poland. The company name, raumplus, stands for this extra  
dimension – extra options, extra humanity, extra quality, and extra service – 
and has done for two generations already.

Welcome  to  raumplusWelcome  to  raumplus



3MADE IN GERMANY

Since 2020, raumplus has 
been certified with the label 
»Furniture Made in Ger-
many«. We are proud that 
all our product categories 
received this high distinction. 
Since 2020, the »Furniture 
Made in Germany« label has 
stood for the high quality of 
German furniture manu-
facturers, for innovation, 
durability and healthy living. 
The new label was defined 
by the renowned German In-
stitute for Quality Assurance 
and Labelling (RAL) and is 
laid down in RAL-RG 0191. 
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Diversity
raumplus offers a wide range of products from 
sliding doors to hinged and folding doors,  
partitions, interior and closet systems and  
dressers. With the large number of profile 
colours, surfaces and door panels, which can 
even be equipped with your own motifs in 
digital printing, there are hardly any limits to 
the variety. The large selection of beautiful and 
useful accessories rounds off the diversity of 
personalization options.

Unusual Dimensions
With some selected models of our sliding doors, 
even door heights of up to 3500 mm and door 
widths of up to 1800 mm and a door weight of 
up to 180 kg can be implemented.

Custom-made to the millimetre
At raumplus, every product is unique. One of 
our strengths is the flexible adaptation of our 
products to customer wishes, and that with a 
batch size of 1. Individual solutions, tailor-made 
like a suit for the interior, taking into account 
(cultural) peculiarities or local trends, are  
standard for us.

Registered Brand 
raumplus is a registered brand that is protected 
almost worldwide and has been invested in 
since the beginning. In 2021, it was awarded 
the »German Brand Award« for the third time 
for its uniform appearance.

Unique  selling  propositionUnique  selling  proposition
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Quality Made in Germany
Our products are manufactured in Bremen 
and are certified in 5 categories with the label 
»Furniture-Made in Germany«. From product 
development, material testing and quality  
control, the manufacture of individual  
components such as our certified running 
technology of the sliding door rollers, we attach 
great importance to the quality and grade of 
our products right through to the finished  
product. Our products have to prove their  
function, quality and stability in endurance 
tests, load tests and comparative tests. 

Design with honours
raumplus is innovative and excellent. The 
appealing, timeless products cover everything 
from classic to modern, from functional to  
elegant and from purist to opulent.  
Many of our products have won major prizes 
and awards.

Service
raumplus offers solution-oriented customer 
service. From planning, with the software  
developed in-house, to the customised  
implementation of individual customer wishes, 
such as the exact conversion of a wall  
projection inside the cabinet or the notching of 
shelves, we reliably stand by our partners.

Durability
Due to the special quality, our products have a 
high longevity, which is reflected among other 
things in the 10-year guarantee. We produce
sustainable room solutions with a high demand 
on ourselves and our product.

Flexibility 
The large variety of products, all made to  
measure, enables the planning of the most 
diverse room solutions from small to large, for 
sloping ceilings, solutions around corners, high 
ceilings and complicated floor plans.  
Equally flexible is the equipment with acces-
sori es and storage elements for numerous 
products.

YEARS
WARRANTY
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The S720 can also be affectionately referred 
to as the „standard gliding door“ or our little 
all-rounder. Due to two profile geometries, 
the system is very versatile. The S720 can be 
found in niches and passageways, among other 
places.

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM  
S720
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This model is available with either a surface or 
inserted bottom track that takes the full weight 
of the door. The top track is used to guide 
the door; there is no weight hanging from the 
ceiling. This means that the door can also be 
installed under suspended ceilings.

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM 
S1200
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The S1200 AIR sliding door system is a top-
guided system without a bottom track – the 
floor remains untouched. The top track takes 
the sliding door’s weight, ensuring that users of 
the room have no barriers to their mobility.

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM 
S1200 AIR
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With the low material thickness, Ecoline is the 
favoured solution of custom-made interior 
systems from raumplus. The so-called 
entry-level product convinces with its extremely 
pleasing range of variation possibilities. 
Flexibility and functionality are at the forefront 
of the Ecoline interior system:
Customized to fit any room situation, Ecoline 
offers every desired comfort with its many 
useful accessories. 

Thanks to its simple straight lines, Ecoline can 
be used anywhere in the house – whether you 
are looking for a wardrobe under a sloping 
roof, a built-in wardrobe in a niche, a solution 
for the corner of a room or a walk-in wardrobe. 
With Ecoline, you can use every corner of your 
room.

INTERIOR SYSTEM 
ECOLINE
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Legno is given extra stability by the greater 
material thickness, which also allows for 
a greater span. Legno also scores with a 
possible mix of materials. In addition to the 
different materials, a wide range of high-quality 
design surfaces is also available for the desired 
configuration. 

A variety of useful and elegant accessories and 
lighting options also round off the maximum 
design possibilities and ensure individual 
comfort. Here it becomes clear that raumplus 
places a high demand on design and 
individuality in the Legno interior system.  
As is the case with all our interior systems, 
Legno always adapts to your needs and life 
phases. 

INTERIOR SYSTEM
LEGNO
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It is the epitome of exclusive dressing – the 
walk-in closet combines customized
storage with a well-structured overview and 
easy access.
 
With the Uno system, raumplus offers its
customers a classic and elegant interior
system which offer a particular feature with
the adjustable height shelves without grid.
The appearance of the Uno system reminds
one of Italian design, the quality is »made by
raumplus«.

For quick access to daily outfits, a wide range 
of equipment options is available, such as open 
shelves, compartment dividers and compart-
ments with closed flap carcasses, drawers, 
illuminated shelves and practical accessories.
Elegant storage options can be combined with 
the carcase-bound RPS aluminium hinge door.

INTERIOR SYSTEM 
UNO
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The RPS & RPE aluminum-frame hinge door are 
carcass connected hinge doors guided by two 
hinges at the top and the bottom.

The RPS aluminum-frame hinge door is
available with 2 different profile geometries
and is suitable, among other things, for use
with interior systems. 

The RPE aluminum-frame hinge door offers
you the possibility to plan and build doors
with larger dimensions.
The aluminum frame hinge door RPE is available
as standard with an RPS handle and
softclose-fittings. Optionally a handle bar
can be selected. 

ALUMINUM FRAME  
HINGE DOOR 

RPS & RPE
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PARTITION WALL SYSTEM
VERRIÉRE 

The raumplus partition wall system Verrière
is used to divide rooms for individual and
design-oriented interior design. The use of
glass in combination with the filigree frame
system made of aluminium profiles creates
transparency and a generous feeling of
space.
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Dark Bronze 
anodized

Light Bronze  
anodized

Silver 
anodized

Black mat 
powder-coated

White  
powder-coated

Profils (pour portes coulissantes, portes coulissantes AIR et portes pliantes)Profils (pour portes coulissantes, portes coulissantes AIR et portes pliantes)Profiles (for sliding doors, AIR sliding doors and folding doors)

Selection  of  our  Panels  and  SurfacesSelection  of  our  Panels  and  Surfaces

U104 ST9  
Alabaster White

U999 ST2  
Black

EGGER EURODEKOR® White decor & Uni decor (10 mm, Quality A/A)

U741 ST9  
Lava Gray

U727 ST9  
Stone Gray

W980 SM  
Platinum White

W980 ST2  
Platinum White

H1334 ST9  
Light Sorano Oak

H1582 ST15  
Ellmau Beech 

H1615 ST9  
Verona Cherry 

EGGER EURODEKOR®  Wooden decor (10 mm, Quality A/A)

H1150 ST10  
Gray Arizona Oak

H1181 ST37 
Tobacco Halifax 
Oak 

H3403 ST38  
White Mountain
Larch

H1180 ST37  
Natural Halifax
Oak 

Float glass lacquered acc. to standard colors (4 mm, Quality A/B, with backing safety film)(2) / (3) / (4)

U708 ST9  
Light Gray

PANELS

PROFILE SURFACES

Metal GrayLight Brown 

Pearl White (6)Classic Black Natural BrownPure White

Light Beige

Soft White Clear Silver Blue Vintage
4520 TR

Green Artichoke
4620 TR

Blue Ice
4220 EX

Pink Nude
4320 EX

Yellow Yuzu
4120 EX

Float glass Matelac® (4 mm, Quality A/B, with backing safety film)(2) / (3) / (4)
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Silver Satin-finished Silver

Mirrors (4 mm, A/B Quality, with safety backing) (2) / (3)

BronzeGray Satin-finished Gray Satin-finished Bronze

White decor

Maloja Walnut Tirano Gray Ash

Urban Structures (10 mm, A/A quality, A/B Quality)(1)

EGGER EURODEKOR® Uni decor

Light Gray

Fabric Sand Fabric Slate Idea RenioIdea Curio

Comments 

The samples shown here are not binding in terms of colour!  
The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes.
(1) Countermove in colour compound  
(2) The safety foil is an adhesive foil which is stuck on the back of   
  the glass or mirror filling to prevent splintering in case of possible   
  glass breakage. For optical reasons, the safety film is not used for   
  transparent panels.  
(3) Incl. hardboard white, if not requested: 84 EUR discount.  

(4) Cloudiness, isolated dust inclusions and drops of lacquer may   
  occur on all lacquered and satin-finished surfaces.  
  Filling is not suitable for backlighting.  
(5) Delivery time is extended by two weeks.  
(6) White glass  
(7) Without hardboard white  
(8) 8 mm with mirror frame profile

Safety glass (tempered glass / laminated safety glass)(7) 

Clear laminated
safety glass

L. s. glass with 
white mat film

Tempered glass
Satin-finished 
White

Tempered glass 
clear

Tempered glass 
Bronze clear /  
Parsol® Bronze

Tempered glass 
Black clear /  
Parsol® Black

Tempered glass 
Gray clear / 
Parsol® Gray

Attention: No claim for settlement!

SURFACES / PANELS

PANELS

Hickory Marrone Hickory Nero Rovere Chiaro

Stone Gray Cashmere Gray Dusty Gray White

Idea Perla
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5  STORAGE CUBE: 

Storage cube for hanging in closet storage unit. 

Supplied preassembled. The top three cubbies 

have a clear height of approx. 98mm while 

the lower cubby has a clear height of approx. 

156mm. 

6  TROUSER PULL-OUT ES: 

An additional low-cost but attractive option for 

hanging up pants in your closet. Attachment to 

the underneath of a shelf. Can accommodate 

9 pairs of pants. Made of steel, chrome-plated 

and polished. “The distance between the lower 

edge of the shelf and the upper edge of the 

trouser pull-out is approx. 60 mm.

7  TROUSER PULL-OUT WITH FRONT COVER: 

The width of this trouser pull-out can be 

adjusted to suit your individual requirements 

between 500mm and 1000mm. The stable 

aluminum frame can hold up to 13 pants  

(at max. width) and comes with a front facing 

in matching material. The front cover of the 

trouser pull-out can be turned to allow a choice 

of a 3mm or 5mm gap alignment.

8  PURSE HOOK: 

The purse hook allows bags to be stored 

securely on clothes rods. Hanging storage 

prevents bags from being damaged in any way.

9  HOLDER FOR HOSE OF VACUUM 

CLEANER: 

A popular accessory for a functional broom  

cupboard. The holder can accommodate a 

vacuum cleaner hose and can be screwed on. 

Material: steel, plastic-coated.

10 WIRE BASKET INCL. RUNNERS: 

Available in 2 different sizes and 2 surfaces 

(white and silver). Mounting sizes,  

width × depth: 448 × 450mm.

11  ANGLED SHELVES WITH EDGING: 

The shelves are installed at a 15° angle and 

have a front edging (68mm). An optional 

center strip is also available for the shelf.

12  PULL-OUT WARDROBE HOLDER: 

The wardrobe holder is made of steel with 

a silver lacquered surface. The load bearing 

capacity is 15kg. Field width at least  

490 mm wide.

13  PULL-OUT SWIVEL MIRROR: 

A useful pull-out and swivel mirror with 

minimum space requirements. Available in 2 

different heights, 600mm and 1400mm. The 

mounting depth is 480mm. Not possible in 

combination with gallery lighting or hinge 

doors.

1  CLOTHES ROD: 

1 metre of clothes rod can hold up to 25 

blouses,  shirts, dresses and skirts  

(40 mm per item of clothing). Allow at least 

500 mm shelf depth. incl. plastic pilaster strips 

that enable clothes hangers to slide noiselessly 

on the clothes rod. 

 

Optimum shelf heights are: 

1700 mm for long dresses and coats  

1200 mm for summer dresses and jackets 

1200 mm for shirts and suits 

2  TIE RACK DEPTH ADAPTABLE SV: 

Modern design – adjustable mounting depth!  

Can accomodate 32 ties. Guiding rail in natural 

alu-effect, plastic parts in black. Standard 

mounting depth is 500mm.

3  DRESSING BENCH: 

The dressing bench is a practical addition to the 

Legno interior system.

4  CLOTHES LIFT:  

This pull-down clothes lift is ideal for hanging 

up items of clothing if you want to make full 

use of higher and less accessible areas of your 

storage space. Possible shelf widths: 440 mm – 

1200 mm. Optimum mounting height: 1000 mm 

– 1800 mm. Allow at least 500 mm shelf depth. 

Pull-out, available in two designs, load capacity 

of up to 10 kg.

STORAGE UNITS - INDIVIDUAL COMBINATION

Note: Accessories can be different for other raumplus interior systems. The ones shown here are for the Legno interior system.

1
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48 cm

63 cm

1.43 m

1.78 m

1.98 m

48 cm

63 cm

1.35 m

1.65 m

48 cm

63 cm

1.44 m

1.74 m

1.85 m

≤ 400 mm

≤ 500 mm

≤ 600 mm

17  ALUMINUM FRAME GASS SHELF LED 

25MM: 

An LED strip is integrated into the aluminum 

frame glass shelf. It is located in the front 

section and provides indirect light to the rear. 

The tempered safety glass panel lies loosely on 

the frame. Can be combined with the clothes 

rod. A combination with an illuminated clothes 

rod is not possible.

18 PULL-OUT SHELF: 

Practical addition, manufactured from the same 

material as the interior system. Full extensions 

ensure sufficient usable depth. Suitable for use 

of an extendable surface (for the storage of 

shoes, for example). height with front cover 

approx. 68mm. Minimum depth interior system 

385mm. Maximum load capacity 15 kg.

14 HOOK RAIL:

A further practical accessory that keeps the 

closet neat and tidy. The rail can accommodate 

up to 5 brushes, towels, belts, etc. Material: 

steel, chrome-plated.

15  DRAWERS:

The drawer is mounted below a shelf with 

traverse. This is not included in shipment 

and must be ordered separately. The drawer 

features a soft stop, tilt protection that holds 

the shelf in place and a front panel (115mm) to 

match the shelf material that is the same width 

as the shelf. The drawer has a frame height of 

77mm and is finished in white decor. 

16 PULL-OUT CLOTHES ROD: 

This clothes rod is inserted in the shelf and 

is supplied preassembled. It has a maximum 

load capacity of 5kg. 20mm projection, 96mm 

when pulled out. Not in combination with shelf 

lighting. 

19 PULL-OUT SHOE RACK:

Space saving solution, enables storage of 

shoes on 3 or 5 levels. The fact that the shoe 

racks are height-adjustable means that it is 

also possible to store boots as well as shoes. 

Required mounting depth: at least 525mm.

Comfort zone - storage height 

40 Years ; 1.74 m40 Years ; 1.65 m40 Years ; 1.78 m

Comfort Zone I

Comfort Zone IV

Comfort Zone III

Comfort Zone II

The different comfort zones (CF I - IV) result 
from the user’s body size. The accommodation 
of frequently or regularly used clothing should 
be planned in CF I and CF II. With increasing 
age, the comfort zones shift considerably.  
It is therefore all the more important that the 
planned interior system also adapts to your 
living situation. Accessories such as pull-outs, 

Comfort zone - shelf depth 

COMFORT ZONES WARDROBE HEIGHT AND DEPTH
shelves, wire baskets or clothes lifts play a 
major role especially in CF II to CF IV and can 
be easily retrofitted with raumplus interior 
systems.
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Your raumplus dealer:


